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MINUTES 6th December, 2016 
RHOSSILI COMMUNITY COUNCIL 

 

Council: Chair - Steve Campbell-Kelly (SCK), Vice-Chair - Ian Button (IB), Tom Higgs (TH), Jeff Higgins (JH), 

  Nicola Rees (NR), Sally Thomas (ST) and Steve Walmsley (SW) 

These Minutes are compiled from contemporaneous notes taken by SC-K, TH and MH (National Trust); The Clerk 
thanks them most sincerely for doing this in her absence. 

 
1. Attendance: Council: SC-K, JH, NR and TH;   National Trust: Mark Hipkin 
2. Residents:  
3. Meeting commenced at 7.15pm 

 
4. Apologies:  IB, ST, and SW. Clerk, JS 
5. Declaration of Interests:  
6. Minutes of last Meeting:  MH (NT) corrected the impression given in the Minutes about work carried out on 

the Mewslade Wall being confused with the oversight of Contractors working on construction in the Car 
Park; he said he had sent an email prior to the Meeting to correct it. Unfortunately, the Clerk did not see it 
as she had already left. The Minutes were amended, accepted and signed. 

7. Matters arising: Taken under Agenda Items. 
 

8. National Trust:  Mark Hipkin was welcomed to the Meeting. He had several things to report on: 
i) Mewslade Wall – Work began on 01/12 and is expected to last 12 months. Andy Roberts was awarded 

the contract (he rebuilt The Vile Walls that needed repairing in Rhossili Style) and will repair the wall so 
that the style matches the adjacent and existing wall in the slade. NR asked if the wall would be stock-
proof and MH responded that the intention was to make it so. 

ii) Rhossili Car Park – MH did not know whether a Contractor had been chosen yet. MH iterated that the 
Contractor doing the work would have an on-site Project Manager to deal with day-to-day issues 
generated by the works. Richard in the NT shop is the area’s Commercial Manager. 

iii) Vintage Tractor Rally – The matter was dealt with locally at the last moment by Villagers and an 
alternative site was used so the rally was able to go ahead. MH reported some uncertainty as to whether 
licensing enquiries had reached local NT Management within a reasonable time-scale to plan for the 
event. MH advised that any future licensing events that might be planned should be brought to the 
attention of the relevant NT Management Team well in advance to allow good time for NT to plan for it 
so a more favourable outcome would be likely. 

iv) Sea Watch Foundation- Training for the 20 or so volunteers will be held on Sunday, 15th January (pm) 
and Monday, 16th January (am). MH asked if he could hold the training sessions at The Village Hall and 
he was provided with Jo Higgins’ (Manager) contact details. NR commented that she felt it was the 
perfect opportunity for Rhossili villagers to interact with NT activities. MH welcomed this statement and 
added that he hoped the Sea Watch volunteers would interact with residents and visitors alike by raising 
the profile of the area’s importance to cetaceans. He also hoped that the NT would be able to access 
grants to assist the volunteers who may not have the right (or any) observation equipment. 

v) Boats etc. in Fall Bay – MH asked about the craft hauled out at Tears Point. He said that he felt that some 
were no longer useful or not being used regularly. He asked if there was someone local he could contact 
to discuss this; NR recommended Steve Fisher. MH to arrange meeting. 

vi) Road Conditions – MH commented that the muddy state of the road to Scurlage does not encourage 
visitors. RCC have already reported this to CCS Highways. 

vii) Kitchen Corner – MH reported progress was being made and visible changes should be seen soon in 
2017. 

viii) Endurance for Life – MH said the event seemed to go smoothly. However, he reported the use of drones 
for filming over NT land, despite clear instructions to the Company that this would not be allowed. When 
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challenged, the pilot of the drone said he had permission from the owner of an adjacent field for take-off 
and landing, in line with Civil Aviation Authority guidelines. NT and EfL are in discussions about filming on 
future occasions to be agreed before the event is licensed. MH asked for village feed-back. JH and SC-K 
commented on long tail-back of traffic when there were temporary road closures when competitors left 
the field for each of the four races. Also raised was the issue of access to the Coastguard Station, and 
whether an application for an official road closure had been sought. MH to include this in his report to 
EfL and investigate possible alternatives for next year. Otherwise, RCC members thought that the event 
was an improvement on the previous year. MH then left the Meeting. 
 

8. Chairman’s Items: 
Commemorative Gift and Newsletter: Newsletter has been finished and sent to Printers. NR to wrap gift 
for children of Village and given to Councillors when distributing Newsletter. 

9. Planning Applications: Hampstead 2016/1853 SC-K was to make comments raised at Meeting to 
CCS. However, due to difficult circumstances this was not done.  

10. Footpaths: Nothing to report 
 

11. Highways: TH will speak to landowners on Pitton Hill about hedges etc. Clerk to contact CCS 
Highways and Port Eynon CC about condition of road at Scurlage. Clerk to inform CCS Highways 
about missing “Corner Chevrons”. 

 
12. Village Hall: JH reported that enquiries were being made about the cost of replacing and repairing 
the roof to The Village Hall. 

 
13. Finance: SW not in attendance, so no detailed Financial Report available. Decision on Precept 
deferred to January’s Meeting. 

 
Correspondence: email correspondence forwarded to all Councillors.  

 
Meeting closed at 20.40 (8.40pm) 

 
 

Date of next Meeting:  Tuesday, 17th January 2017 at 7.15pm in ante-room at back of Village 
Hall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


